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THE BEST PAVING SUPPORT FOR FLAT 
ROOF-TERRACES AND BALCONIES
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system
PavePad®

Uniclass   JJ21; JJ31; JJ41; JJ42
  Cl/SfB            (47)    Ln2
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THE PAVEPAD SySTEm is a range of stackable 
paving supports which makes it easy and 
quick to establish a fully levelled paved 
or timber deck surface on a flat roof or a 
balcony.

PAVEPAD is developed to optimize the work 
of laying out slabs or timber decking.

due to the versatility of the pavepads you 
can achieve a considerable reduction of 
man hours in the process of laying out 
and levelling roof terraces.

www.pavepad.com
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pavepads

paveshims
PavePads are stackable paving supports for most types of roof terraces or balconies.

The 180 mm diameter reduces the impact of point loading particularly on an 
insulated warm roof system.

Designed to allow 5 mm gaps between slabs to for rapid run off of rain water.

The PavePads themselves are also self-draining ensuring that no stale water 
remains which could create smells.

The PavePads in 4 different heights can be combined and stacked to get the 
correct height. Fine adjustments are made with the 1,5 mm shim. 

The PaveDamper 4,5 is an optional accessory, which allows you to eliminate any 
noise effect of rocking slabs. 

With PavePad you can counteract the roof fall and obtain a level surface to the 
slabs or decking.
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Experience has taught us to make a 
product with emphasis on making the 
practical work as easy and quick as 
possible. 
Therefore the PavePad product is made 
to be as versatile and simple as possible. 
With PavePads you have a system 
which will reduce your man hours 
because you will not have to make 
special and time consuming solutions. 
The PavePad will support you all the 
way.

Easy and quick to 
lay out

the fact that the pavepads can be parted 
into halves and quarters makes it possible to 
establish a good and stable support right up 
to the edges and corners, without the need 
to invent any special solutions.

Better staBility even 
up to edges and into 
corners:

www.pavepad.com
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KLIKCLICK
KLIKCLICK

all of the pavepad range can be parted into 
halves or quarters without using any tools. 
you simply part them by hand.

parting the pavepad

even after parting into half or quarter 
the pavepad can still be stacked and will 
interlock to ensure good stability in any 
situation.

the pavepads can easily be adapted to handle slabs 
of a different thickness, or for example a metal grid. 

should a special need arise at the roof edge, you 
can cut the pave pads with a grinder. (advice! to 
obviate cut slabs a gravel margin can be utilised at 
perimeters)

stacking the pavepad
different slaBs (different thicknesses)

cutting the pave pad
The PavePad range is developed to 
cope with all the different situations 
which will occur when laying a roof 
terrace.
Almost most any situation is foreseen.

Parting and stacking
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 For beams...

 Under slabs...

For a stackable requirement the top 
PavePad can be turned over, to allow a 
flat surface on which to place the beams. 
This feature is also useful when you need 
extra support under slabs around tricky 
corners (see photo).

turn the pavepad

PavePads can be used to allow free 
drainage below timber- or composite 
deck supports. These supports can be 
timber or metal beams.

Timber Decking

www.pavepad.com
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1,2 TON SKRUE RECYCLEBALE-50ºC

1,2 TON SKRUE RECYCLEBALE-50ºC

1,2 TON SKRUE RECYCLEBALE-50ºC

1,2 TON SKRUE RECYCLEBALE-50ºC

RECYCLEBALE

PE
PAVEPADS are produced in our own factory 
in denmark. all parts are produced in pehd 
(polyethylen- high density). this gives 
several advantages:

TEmPERATURE REISITANCE: with a 
temperature range from -50o c up to 100o c. 
pavepads are suitable for the coldest and 
hottest climates.

STRENGTH: each pavepad will carry 1200 
kgs, which means that they can be used 
for surfaces where cars have to run. they 
will also accept additional loadings 
of air conditioning units or planters 
dependant on substrate.

CHEmICAL RESISTANCE: pavepads will resist 
all chemicals which normally occur on 
paved surfaces for example de-icers such 
as salt or urea.

FLExIBLE AND TOUGH: if needed you can 
fix beams to the pavepads with a screw 
without any risk of breakage.   

ENVIRONmENT: pavepads are 100% non-
toxic and 100% recyclable. we turn old 
returned pavepads into new raw material 
by cleaning and grinding them.
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PavePad Ltd.
Vale Lodge, Star Lane, Horwich, Bolton, BL6 5HR

Tel: 01204 667 207  -  Fax: 01204 699 800
enquiries@pavepad.co.uk

www.pavepad.co.uk

møllevej 2, Bale, DK-8544 mørke
tel: 0045 8637 7133
fax: 0045 8637 7995

www.pavepad.com


